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• requiring underperforming schools to work with
another school, college or other named partner










































Non-statutory strategies used by LAs to

























LA supplementary strategies for




















































































LAs play a strategic role in supporting and securing
on-going improvement in schools in their area. As part
of this role, for example, LAs work in partnership with
schools to monitor school performance in key areas;
broker additional support where necessary; and
identify areas for further improvement. However, in
some circumstances these measures do not produce
the desired improvement, and, as a result, LAs also
have a range of statutory powers that allow them to
actively intervene in schools causing concern and to try












































Figure 1.1 Relationships between the partners
in the school improvement process 





























































































































Table 1.1 Type and purpose of statutory intervention powers available to LAs 
Purpose of intervention When to be used Prerequisites of use
Require a school to
work with another




































































Adapted from Statutory Guidance (DCSF, 2007, pp.38–46)
Figure 1.2 Overall effectiveness of primary
and secondary schools in England as judged by
Ofsted during 2006–07
Source: Ofsted Section 5 inspections database 2006–07
Due to rounding, percentages may not add to 100
























































Figure 1.3 Overview of types of LAs selected for case study 
LAs with less than average proportion of schools in category 4
London South฀West฀ East฀of฀England฀ North฀West
LAs with an average proportion of schools in category 4
London South฀West฀ East฀of฀England฀ North฀West
LAs with a higher than average proportion of schools in category 4






















































In the 12 case studies conducted for this project, only
two LAs reported that they had issued a warning
notice, although others did indicate that they had
seriously considered threatening or taking this step.
The two LAs that did ultimately take this step cited
different reasons for doing so. One LA had issued the
warning notice in advance of a looming Ofsted
inspection as a way of demonstrating to Ofsted that
they were aware of the issues in the school. The other
LA said they had issued two warning notices because
they had been pressured by DCSF (then DfES) to do so.
It is interesting to note that neither LA stated that the
main reason for issuing a warning notice was that it
would be for the good of the school, or because they



























2 Using statutory powers in schools
For most schools, you don’t get to the warning notice
stage. If you’re clear and you have good evidence and you
have a good relationship, then you won’t need them. Our
policy has clear steps. If you reach that stage [warning



























do strengthen the powers of the LA and make it a lot
clearer to us and to schools what powers we do have. Too
many times we’ve known that a school was struggling,
but we’ve not had enough power to be able to do
anything without being able to do it through a
consultative approach. We now have that [power], and I
































We could have done [used฀the฀statutory฀powers], but
quite honestly, anyone with an ounce of common sense
knows that you can’t force people to work in partnership








































2.3.3 Replacing the entire governing







































Removing delegation, that is very helpful, particularly
because it withdraws personnel powers from the school
and the LA then has the power to manage personnel
issues. In two of our schools that were in Special
Measures, that was crucial. But it’s a huge workload on
the LA because you’re then micro-managing a school













In short, the case studies conducted for this report
indicated that, to date, LAs have made limited use of
warning notices and statutory intervention powers in
schools causing concern. While LAs are broadly in
favour of having the option of using these measures,
the LA officials view these formal interventions as a
last resort, for use when other avenues have been
exhausted and the school is not engaging with the
support offered by the LA. Even where these measures
are implemented, LAs often prefer to make informal
arrangements rather than explicitly invoke their
statutory powers; schools are therefore strongly
encouraged to work in partnership with other schools













Sometimes it feels like a punishment rather than support
and improvement … On the whole, in the long run,
people do think that it has been really helpful but
sometimes there is a tricky, uncomfortable stage where
the school and the governors feel that the local authority
is intruding on their patch, especially if they are in denial,
which can be the case.
There was also a keen sense among the LA officials that
this a sensitive issue, and that any intervention should
engage rather than coerce schools. As one LA put it:
‘These things have to be worked through very
sensitively. The message must be given, but whether it
will work depends on the way the message is
delivered.’
Finally, and crucially, there was a strong feeling among
the interviewees that statutory powers can and should
be avoided, and that early intervention in, and good
relationships with, schools were the preferred means of
securing school improvement. From the LA officials’
perspective, it was ongoing, collaborative relationships
with schools that was providing a more effective means
of fostering ‘sustainable, lasting, real change’ in schools.
However, as one LA official pointed out, ‘the lack of
warning notices does not mean that schools are not
being challenged’. This sentiment was echoed by a SIP:
It’s never got to the point where what was necessary
wasn’t achieved by discussion and this is hugely to do
with the personality and working skills of our School
Improvement Director … who is a very, very skilled
negotiator, but with an iron fist. He’s very, very clear
about what’s needed to be done, and how it can be done,
without having to resort to statutory powers ... I think









































Box 3.1 Overview of common















3.2.1 Common strategies across the case
studies
Producing policy statements on school













3 Local authority strategies for supporting
school improvement
Regular monitoring and reviewing of the


















Use of multiple data sources 
Quantitative data only tells one side of the story, really. 


































































Use of SIPs to provide challenge to





















































































3.3 Strategies for supporting
schools causing concern
The strategies described above helped LAs to identify
which of their schools were facing considerable
challenges or giving cause for concern and, as a result,
were likely to need intensive intervention from the LA.
Once this need has been identified (either through the
LAs’ own monitoring processes or an Ofsted
inspection), LAs typically adopted all or most of the
strategies described below and summarised in Box 3.2.
Box 3.2 Overview of LA
supplementary strategies for








3.3.1 Common supplementary strategies













Prepare flexible and tailored action plan



























































If I needed something but the LA could not supply it, they
brokered that support from somewhere else. [For
example] they brokered the support of literacy
consultants from [another฀LA] as there weren’t enough
available in [this฀LA].




















A lot of our school improvement work focuses on
coaching for teachers and coaching for middle and senior















































































































4.2.1 Key features of early intervention













[It]฀has transformed things. We never have any arguments
[with฀ headteachers] about what the findings of the
review are. We have complete sign-up from the leadership
team ... If you engage the leadership team [in฀ this
collaborative฀way], you are allowing them … to see what




[In฀ the฀past,฀LA฀reviews฀highlighted฀that฀ there] were
huge issues, but I was never very clear what the issues
were. I didn’t see them from the LA’s perspective. It felt
very much like it was done to you. It didn’t help us move
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4 Securing successful intervention in schools











forward. But [following฀ the฀ latest฀ LA฀ review], the LA
link officer really didn’t need to say what needed to be






Trust, respect and partnership are the three things [that
have฀ put฀ the฀ LA]฀ in a better position to improve
standards across the board. [In฀the฀past] people wouldn’t
be as straightforward with authority visitors as they are
now. Whereas now, with trust, respect, and partnership,
you do work very closely with colleagues who are quite
open about their successes and the needs they’ve got and
everything else. Therefore you’re in a much stronger
position to help them overcome those difficulties. So that
is what we’ve embedded this year and that’s been




On the whole, we [the฀LA]฀generally get the right sort of
support into our schools. Now a different question is
negotiating that support with the school themselves.
Obviously sometimes you get a bit of resistance, but I
think we are pretty good at persuasion, negotiation and
compromise. We may not get exactly what we want in
there, but we get something to move the school on.












It’s [important฀that฀schools฀know] what exactly are the
strategies that a local authority put into place, who are the
people who are leading that, what are they doing, and are
they being effective. It is a good model because the
schools have the opportunity to reflect and to offer
opinions on that.















You know [the฀ schools] so well and it’s easier to
challenge them. It’s not cosy. In fact it’s easier to say ‘that’s
not going to work’ … than if you don’t know them very
well. So it is a challenge, [but]฀we’re finding that it’s the
best way the way things are at the moment and it’s
working very well. So you easily identify where the need is
because you know the school so well.
Several LA officials argued that it was easier to stay
informed and to build close relationships in small
authorities, which have a smaller number of schools
to deal with. Other LA officials did note, however, that
their efforts can nonetheless be hampered by the fact





















It’s the team work that I feel is the big strength [of฀this
LA]. We work a lot as a team and we meet a lot as a team
and we talk about issues we know and we overlap with
one another, so we use our expertise where it’s best





LAs cannot be in schools all of the time and watch them
all of the time, so it is important that they work with
schools, cooperate with them and work with other people
that will go into the school … That is the way you impact
on school.








The idea is that you move from the model of where you
get intensive support, through where that support is
reduced, through to just having the support that any
other school is having. My role in that is to enable the
school to be self-sufficient, to stand on its own, to be
analytical, to review itself ... and to manage on its own





One of the things you have to take great care about is
starting to withdraw the support at the right stage,
because if you keep it there too long, you build a
dependency culture instead of building internal capacity; if
you take it away too soon, it collapses because the internal
capacity hasn’t been built.










[LA฀and฀SIPs฀provide]฀ real supporting challenge. Those
questions make your toes curl, but in a supportive way …
Previously, SIPs who came with those kinds of questions
always made you feel that it was your fault, that you were
being blamed. I felt I was being accused and didn’t like it
very much at all. Whereas now … you know you’re going
to get those hard questions – [such฀as] ‘why haven’t you
got as many children as you said you would to this level?’
– but you feel you can give an open and honest answer
and that some advice will come your way. So again, it’s
back to that partnership.






















It’s about stepping back into shadows and enabling
people to believe they did it themselves even when they
didn’t have an earthly hope of doing it without your help.
That’s why the statutory powers are so much macho



























































































• Better communications between local







5 Summary and conclusions 
I don’t think the Government understand what role a
local authority who thinks like we do can play in their
agenda. I think they’re stuck on some pretty old-
fashioned views about what LAs do in education … The
LAs have moved a long way in their relationships with
schools, and in relation to performance and attainment.
• Improvements to the structure and









I don’t need a SIP; I can do everything myself. It sounds
arrogant but I have enough colleagues and contacts who
I can go to for support if I need it … Generally, I go direct


















































The way it was done was demoralising … That’s not
helpful; it’s just not designed to be helpful. It was a
political gesture. ... But it was damaging … a naming and
shaming exercise.
It’s the most cynical piece of educational gubbins that I’ve
ever experienced … the reaction of our heads, whether or
not they were involved in this, and a lot of my colleagues,
was to be incandescent for about 48 hours over the way
it’s all been handled.
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[I฀found฀it] hugely, hugely disappointing, and frankly very
annoying, that schools are being judged in what I would
call a single lens measure … I just think it doesn’t feel like
it’s been properly thought out. It just feels that this is
about a government that is currently losing the hearts and
minds of voters and they’ve got to take very quick action.



















It’s interesting that we’ve only had the SIP programme for
two years, and now they’re advocating a change; they’re
saying, forget SIPs for those schools.
It’s a bureaucratic burden …
… schools identified on this list as ‘failing’ will now find it
much harder to recruit teachers in the areas where they
need most improvement (such as mathematics).
However,฀the฀predominant฀view฀was฀best฀summarised
by฀one฀SIP,฀who฀stated:฀
I have mixed feelings about the policy proposals. I think
the timing is very unfortunate … My belief is that we have
to make sure that children achieve, because that is their
best passport to future success, but I’m not sure that the
sort of naming and shaming bit of it, which is how this has
happened, is a particularly effective way of doing it. [But]
we will do it [National฀Challenge฀programme], we will
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Conducted by NFER on behalf of the LGA, this report examines how
local authorities support and challenge their schools, using informal,
formal and statutory strategies.
Supporting school improvement has consistently been a key con-
cern for the Government, policymakers and practitioners over the
past decade. Local authorities are a central component of the
school improvement process, and can use a range of strategies
(including statutory powers) to assist schools that are struggling to
effect necessary changes and improve their schools.  
This report examines the formal and informal strategies that LAs
have developed to support and challenge their schools, and focuses
in particular on whether LAs have (or have not) used the interven-
tion powers that have been available to them, and the reasoning
behind their approach. 
This report draws on a series of interviews that were conducted
with LA officials, school improvement partners and teachers in
schools facing challenging circumstances. These interviews provide
the basis of a number of key findings about how LAs have used
statutory powers and other strategies to support and challenge
schools, and a series of recommendations for future developments.  
This research is important reading for all local authority staff, policy
makers and practitioners concerned with school improvement.
